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180- Auxiliary Bar 
Use the 180- Auxiliary Bar to add auxiliary headlights, mount a Hi-lift jack, or numerous other types of off-road gear to an 
OEM bumper or one of Olympic 4x4 Products many heavy-duty front bumpers.  Use as a bumper under rider by mounting 
180-Auxiliary Bar under the bumper, providing protection of steering box.  Made from 1 ½” X .065” wall round steel tubing, 
easily mounts to pre existing mounting holes on Wrangler TJ 1997- 2004.  Minor modifications can be made so it will fit 
87-94 Wrangler YJ’s.  Olympic 4x4 Products are serviced by our factory.  We provide answers to installation questions.  
We ship parts ASAP.  Try us before the hassle of returning Olympic 4x4 Products to your retailer or mail order specialist.  

For assistance please call (800) 777-0878. 

 
180- Auxiliary Bar with Hella HID 10” driving lights mounted on 543-50” Rock Receiver Bumper 

 
Tools required:     181-Hi-Lift mounting kit (sold separately) 
3/8” or 1/2” drive ratchet wrench    (4) 3/8” flat washers, (2) 3/8” lock washers, and (2) 3/8” nuts  
#55 Torx bit socket      (2) threaded knobs, 
 
Step 1. Remove the top bumper mounting hardware; this consists of four (4) #55 torx bit bolts. 
 
Step 2. Install the 180- Auxiliary Bar by placing auxiliary bar on top of bumper and lining up the mounting holes with 

the holes in your front bumper. If using to install auxiliary lights have the tabs pointing towards the jeep, and 
if using to mount a Hi-Lift jack, have the tabs facing away from the jeep. 

 
Step 3. Secure 180- Auxiliary Bar and front bumper with the OEM #55 torx bit bumper mounting bolts you removed 

in step 1. 
 
Step 4. Install auxiliary driving lights of your choice, or mount your Hi-lift jack using optional 181-Hi-lift jack mounting 

kit, that includes (2) threaded knobs, (4) 3/8” flat washers, (2) 3/8” lock washers, and (2) 3/8” nuts.   
 

 
180- Auxiliary Bar mounted as an under rider                          180- Auxiliary Bar with Hi-lift jack mounted on OEM bumper 

on 530-57” Rock  Bumper    Using 181-Hi-Lift jack mounting kit. 


